ROAD SAFETY COMMITTEE
INQUIRY INTO MOTORCYCLE SAFETY

Reevu Helmets
The Worlds First Motorcycle Helmet With An
Integrated Rear View System
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Executive Summary
This submission seeks to highlight the safety elements of a Reevu Motorcycle
helmet and position it as an imperative motorcycle safety item.
The following terms of reference, as outlined in the Call for Submissions document, are
those relevant to this submission:


Item G – countermeasures used in Victoria, Australia and other comparable
overseas jurisdictions to reduce the number and severity of motorcycle accidents
with reference to road environment treatments, behavioural change programs
and the design and technology of motorcycles and protective gear.



Item H - new initiatives to reduce motorcycle crashes and injuries.

This submission further supports the following recommendations outlined within the
Inquiry report:


Section 2.4 – Education: Car Driver Awareness
While this submission does not directly support car drivers’ awareness of
motorcyclists it seeks the converse; to improve motorcyclist’s awareness of car
drivers.



Section 2.4 – Education: Mirrors
While Reevu agrees that all riders make the all important head checks to view
their blind spot, a Reevu helmet assists to increase a riders peripheral vision.



Section 2.5 – Motorcycle Rider Training: Rider Training Incentives
Enhance safety for inexperienced riders under the age of 25 years by providing
an incentive to purchase additional protective gear.



Section 2.9 – Mopeds: Helmets
This submission agrees with the Government’s decision to make no change to
the existing helmet law.
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About Reevu Motorcycle Helmets
Reevu has created a patented, protective motorcycle helmet using world first
technology. This new technology provides a rider with 180 degree rear vision. It has
already proven successful in preventing impacts from behind and could reduce
motorcycle crashes, injury and fatalities.
Approximately 1 in 3 motorcyclists have been involved in an incident requiring medical
treatment.1 Leading industry motorcycle groups estimate that between 7% and 9% of all
motorcycle accidents are due to vehicle impact from the rear whilst stationary. 2
The Reevu helmet has a vision system built into the helmet itself and is easy to use just
like a car rear vision mirror. There are no electric devices. This technology uses a
sophisticated, filtered mirror system that provides a non dazzling view of what is directly
behind the rider in any conditions, both day and night.
This fully adjustable rear vision system can be tailored to any riders’ posture and can
minimise the need for a rider to turn over their shoulder thus removing their line of
vision from the road ahead.3 Engineered in the UK, no other helmet in the world has
this patented technology.
Reevu Worldwide Ltd was established in 1999 in the United Kingdom by two senior
Engineers initially in an effort to reduce casualties in deep sea gas and oil pipeline
creation and maintenance. Having achieved their goal, it was brought to their attention
that this world first technology could be used to create protective motorcycle gear i.e.
helmets, to assist in saving motorcyclist’s lives.
Reevu founders today continue to campaign aggressively for increased road safety for
bikers in an effort to reduce motorcycle crashes and injuries. From Reevu’s early
conception and vision to the present day, the company’s mission remains consistent:
‘Improve the safety of sports and recreational enthusiasts around the world by
applying rear vision technology to help prevent accidents.’
Keeping true to this mission, Reevu is insistent that its helmets are made accessible to
the widest range of users costing no more than comparable products. By adopting this

1

Transport Accident Commission, Sweeney Research, Reference Number 18680, p. 4
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA), USA, 2008 and verbal
conversations with Insure My Ride
3
Reevu still encourages riders to make that all important check over their shoulder when possible
2
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policy Reevu can provide today’s motorcycle riders with a 21st century helmet providing
a greater degree of vision and awareness versus traditional helmet designs.
Reevu products are now successfully being sold throughout the world including Europe,
USA and Brazil. Reevu helmets have successfully been introduced into both police and
ambulance services in numerous countries such as Great Britain and The Czech Republic.

What is a Reevu Motorcycle Helmet
Reevu helmets offer world first, patented technology that will increase the safety of
motorcycle riders and potentially reduce crashes, injuries and fatalities on Victorian
roads.
This leading technology enables motorcycle riders to see what is behind them, at a
glance, without the use of electronic devices or bulky mirrors. The vision system
provides the rider with the same awareness given by the rear view mirror in a motor car.
This ‘rear vision’ is achieved by using a sophisticated mirror system constructed of bullet
proof polycarbonate material located throughout the top of the helmet. The system
effectively ‘bends’ the light around the shape of the head, all within the mouldings of
the helmet, to provide a clear view of the road behind. This integrated polycarbonate
mirrored block also acts as an additional crumple zone, another unique feature of the
Reevu helmet. A rider’s view of the road ahead is in no way compromised in any way.
The view behind, however, is transformed as the road behind is seen with peripheral
vision. The Reevu helmet minimises the lack of vision associated with a rider’s blind
spot.
Reevu helmets are more than just protective head gear; they are a fundamental safety
item and will become an imperative component of any motorcyclist’s future accessory
collection.

For design and construction specifications, see Appendix 1.
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Reevu’s Response to the 1998 Inquiry
The following recommendations contained within the Inquiry Report are supported by
Reevu and are in line with the terms of reference G) and H) which focus on
countermeasures used in comparable overseas jurisdictions to reduce the number and
severity of motorcycle accidents with reference to protective gear and new initiatives to
reduce motorcycle crashes and injuries respectively.
Section 2.4 Education
Car Driver Awareness and Mirrors
Car Driver Awareness
The report recommends that ‘VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission, in
consultation with the motorcycling community and motoring organisations such as the
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria, develop on-going public education programmes
which encourage car drivers to be aware of motorcycles’.4
’Recommendation 3 of the SDC report and recommendation 6 of the RSC report sought
further education programmes to encourage car drivers to be aware of motorcycles’.5
This submission strongly agrees with the above mentioned recommendations and also
requests that these recommendations be extended to include the converse; that
motorcyclist awareness of cars be improved.
This report also notes no evidence exists that any of the programmes implemented to
date have either reached their intended target audience or successfully effected the
desired behavioural change. As a result it is pertinent to encourage motorcyclist’s
awareness of vehicles in any way possible, using not just education programmes but also
technology and safety equipment.
In 2002/3 the Motor Accidents Authority and Road Traffic Authority funded the first
NSW Road Safety Campaign for drivers and motorcycle riders about motorcycle rider
safety. The campaign ‘Look Out For Yourself’ focussed on riding through curves, drink
riding, wearing protective clothing and being aware of surrounding traffic. Riders were
encouraged to beware of blind spots and to check over their shoulder when changing

4
5

Inquiry Into The Review of Motorcycle Safety in Victoria Report, p. 24
Ibid, p. 29
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lanes.6 The below campaign image illustrates the need for a rider to have ‘eyes in the
back of their head’.

Reevu helmets are more than just protective head wear. Through the use of the rear
vision system they provide an additional safety element that enables a motorcycle rider
to improve their awareness of surrounding and rear vehicles to potentially avoid
accident and injury.
Mirrors
The report states that ‘an issue in the 1993 RSC Report was that drivers were unable to
see motorcycle riders who may be travelling in their ‘blind spot’’.7 This submission
supports the severity of this issue and requests that the recommendation be extended
to include the converse; that focus also extends to the issue of motorcyclists blind spots.
While a rider’s blind spot may never be eliminated it can be minimised with the use of a
Reevu helmet. This is because a Reevu helmet allows 180 degree rearward vision
through the integrated rear vision system thus eliminating a substantial area of the blind
spot which is a direct consequence of the limited rearward vision available to motorcycle
riders using traditional side mirrors.
Reevu helmets were conceived to address a failing at the very heart of helmet design
and operation - to overcome the sensory deprivation from loss of peripheral vision and
hearing.
Historically, helmets have had clip on mirrors and other such external devices or
accessories, all with inherent weaknesses and with limited contribution to road safety.
Never before has serious consideration been given to integrating a rear-vision system
into the shell of a helmet.

6
7

www.maa.nsw.gov.au (motorcycle injury prevention)
Ibid, p 34
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Reevu’s overall objective, which has been successfully achieved, is to provide the wearer
with similar road awareness provided by a car rear view mirror.

Section 2.5 Motorcycle Rider Training
Rider Training Incentives
In an effort to encourage riders, particularly novice riders who fall into the high risk
accident category, rider training incentives were recommended such as reduced
registration fees and reduced learner permit periods. This submission supports this
recommendation and seeks to extend the rider training incentives to include additional
protective gear.
Section 2.9 Mopeds
Helmets
The report states that ‘evidence to the Committee proposed that moped riders be
allowed to use a bicycle helmet’8 however following further investigation the
Government recommended no change to the existing helmet regulation. This
submission also strongly supports the Governments recommendation based on the
reasons stated in the report i.e.; that speeds that can be maintained by a moped were
found to be similar to a motorcycle in an urban area and therefore the level of head
protection needed to be the same.

8

Ibid, P. 72
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How the Rear Vision System Works
Reevu provides the world's only integrated rear view system without the use of any
electronic systems, cameras or screens.
The rear vision system is a sophisticated piece of technology utilising a three part
reflective arrangement that captures images from the rear and projects them onto a
small panel situated above a rider’s eye line.

Vision
System:
located above
the riders eye
line

The mirror system is manufactured from a reflective polycarbonate material rather than
glass. Unlike glass, this material is almost impossible to break and is lighter, providing
additional safety and comfort to the wearer. It uses a reflective polycarbonate device
that 'bends' the view of the road behind and presents a clear image to the wearer.

The road behind
Vision
System:
view of the
road behind

When a rider wears the Reevu helmet they have the ability to clearly view a large area of
what is behind them. To use the rear view system the rider simply needs to peer into
the reflective system positioned above the helmet visor to view what is behind them.

10
This is similar to using a head up display (HUD). After only a short while using the vision
system becomes second nature to a rider.

Riders Forward View

Riders Rear View using the Reevu
Vision System

The rear vision system is a fully adjustable optical part which can be fit to suit each
individual riders needs.
All helmets are sold with instructions on how to adjust the rear vision system. For a
rider to achieve maximum results the rear vision system can be adjusted both up and
down and backwards and forwards.
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Appendix 1
Design and Construction of Reevu Helmets
Reevu’s emphasis on maximum protection and safety is clear given the materials used in
construction. Shields are projected and manufactured with extremely evolved materials
using Reevu’s exclusive ‘Advanced Performance Composite (APC)’ technology which
grants an excellent degree of impact resistance.
APC Materials
 Ultra light shield, in composite materials, manufactured with APC
technology, allowing complex shape tri composite shells, capable of
spreading impact load across the helmet surface. The shell is composed of
carbon fibreglass, Kevlar and synthetic hi-tenacity advanced fibre, tied up
from high-lengthening vinylester.
 Internal shells are made in dual density EPS, very light with a high co-efficient
bump absorption, creating a structure with different density in order to have
more impact distribution.
 Polycarbonate ventilation slots, that together with the channelling on the
inside shell, allow the air flow inside the helmet.
 Polycarbonate injected visor with high optical quality and easy refit.
 Completely removable and washable lining, for perfect comfort and
cleanliness.
 Double D ring retention system.
APC is the high performance technology used for external shields with two main
characteristics:
1. Strengthened layer composition
One of the peculiarities of APC is the shaping process. Generally a fibre helmet
obtains its stability thanks to the polycarbonate material, soaked with combined
material (as fibreglass) and heat hardened. The stability of the helmet depends
on the quality of the materials and on the mutual affinity of them. APC allows
the creation of an organic fibre structure, which is three dimensional formed,
creating a lighter shield with more stability, containing superfluous material
accumulation and no rejection during the shaping process.
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2. Layer material
APC shield is composed by polycarbonate material, warmth hardened fibreglass
layer and other organic fibres. Different light organic fibres are applied in
appropriate positions, following the characteristics and design of the shell. An
APC helmet has more lightness and flexibility, and the same stability.
Impact Resistance
Reevu helmets are manufactured with 2 internal liners, 1 crumple zone absorption part,
and external tri composite carbon shell. For different sized helmets the inner padding
thickness varies by size and can be adjusted with accessory parts to add the bespoke fit
and to add comfort and better impact properties.
Comfort
Each, Reevu helmet manufactured is hand assembled with perfectly integrated spare
parts and special padding. This offers the wearer substantial softness for high quality
comfort. In order to prevent dampness inside the helmet, a material covering is used
that is able to absorb and expel perspiration. The fabric gives a pleasurable feeling, and
is easily replaced and washable.
Ventilation
Effective internal ventilation is fundamental for comfort and safety. Riding in maximum
comfort and feeling relaxed allows the wearer to give all the attention to the drive.
Reevu helmets are equipped with a ventilation system projected and tested; air will
come in across front positioned slots, above and below the visor, moves along many
pipes and holes, and comes out across rear slots, positioned near the rear glass. Rider's
head is kept fresh and dry even in torrid climate.
Low Noise
A major factor in the design of the helmet was to deliver a low noise solution to the
many throbbing eardrums of motorbike helmet wearers. The unique design through
wind tunnel testing has now prevailed to achieve that goal.
World Safety Requirements
The Reevu helmet has successfully achieved these significant worldwide safety
requirements:


ECE (European Standards)



DOT (USA Standards)



JIS (Japanese Standards)



FIM (Federation International Motorcycling)
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ACU GOLD (Auto Cycle Union)



BSI (British Standard Institute)



NBR (Brazilian Standard)



AS1698 (Australian Standards – due August 2011)

Quality Assurance
Reevu helmets are manufactured with the most developed technology and are hand
assembled. All production units are submitted to severe quality control and helmets to
computerized bump absorption and material density testing. Helmets are also visually
checked in order to ensure top global quality. Reevu helmets are manufactured in
factories with ISO 9001/2000 certification (cert. SQ02923) which ensures product
consistency.
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Appendix 2
Rider Testimonials
“Having the mirror system to glance my eyes upwards (just like we do in a car) has
opened up a whole new level of safety for me – no longer do I need to take my eyes
away from looking forwards to crane my head around to see what is happening behind
me. ANYTHING can happen in those precious seconds of looking in the opposite
direction.”
Jen Trow - Roadsafe Nelson, New Zealand, June 2011, Motorcycle Trader

-----------------------------------------------------“The helmet does offer not only rear vision help but also side to side enhancement.
While wearing the Reevu, if you turn your head side to side you get a panoramic view
behind you...zero blind spots...it’s pretty cool. I was recently riding with a group of
sports bikes. While I could see them behind me with my bike mirrors, I could look into
the Reevu mirror and at a glance see exactly who was behind me and in what position
and how close together...the MSX1 would make riding on any sportsbike safer.”
Pirate, North Carolina USA, March 2010, BMW Superbike Forum

---------------------------------------------------This morning, about five minutes from my office, I found myself sitting on my scooter at
a red light. I'd gotten to the quiet intersection first and decided to 'own' the lane by
sitting just off centre while waiting for the light to change...
..In the process of glancing up at the lights my eyes couldn't help but also catch a
glimpse of the rear-view image projected inside the centre of the helmet just above eye
level. In it I was horrified to see a pick-up truck approaching at high speed, getting
bigger and bigger...and showing no signs of slowing.
I turned the handlebars hard to the right and gunned the throttle to the stops. The rear
wheel spun for a second on some gravel but finally caught traction and shot me onto the
triangle of gravel between the right turn lane and the lane I had been in... Just as the
jack-ass in the pick-up truck locked up his brakes and skidded past me (and through the
red light) into the intersection.
..All I could think about was that if I hadn't caught sight of the oncoming truck in the
Reevu helmet's internal mirror, I would either have been killed by the rear impact... or
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doomed by being pushed into the path of the car that had barely cleared the front of the
truck in the intersection.
Bottom line, I owe my life to that tiny rear-view image which is projected just above the
centre of my field of vision in the Reevu Helmet...there is no doubt in my mind that this
helmet helped me avoid an unsurvivable crash.
David Bogner, Israel, March 2010, Treppenwitz Forum

------------------------------------------------------“This is the best new item in my motorcycle safety arsenal along with my new Held
Carese Jacket.”
OceanRover, California USA, June 2010, BMW Superbike Forum

------------------------------------------------------“Struck from behind a truck accelerating into my Harley this past March. I suffered an L2
compression fracture and blown disc L4-L5. Your helmet may have alerted me to the
erratic behavior of this driver and allowed me to avoid her.”
Bill Burton, July 2011, Reevu Facebook Page

-------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix 3

Helmets and Accessories
The Reevu MSX1 helmet has been crafted incorporating leading edge Italian design:

The Reevu helmet is available in six sizes from extra small to extra large and 5 standard
colours plus the recently released graphic helmets.
Accessories include front and rear visors, internal liners and interchangeable cheek pads.
All Reevu helmets are fitted with anti-fog front visors ensuring clear vision ahead in all
conditions.
Reevu’s future product range will include flip face and open face helmets. These are due
for worldwide release in late 2011. The range will be complemented with other
products such as protective motorcycle clothing in the near future.
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Appendix 4
Australian Distribution
Reevu helmets are currently sold in five continents around the world. The Australasian
distribution rights were awarded to MCM Distributors and the product has been
launched in the New Zealand market.
The helmets have received significant endorsement in New Zealand and are the
preferred helmet of Roadsafe Nelson, the New Zealand Government endorsed
motorcycle training organisation. The helmets are also currently being assessed by the
New Zealand Police Force for national distribution across the motorcycle fleet.
Reevu helmets will be available for sale and road use in Australia in approximately
August 2011 when the Australian Standards (AS/NZ 1698) have been obtained. (Can you
comment on the testing that has already been conducted for the AS/NZ 1698?)
Australian distribution will be via a national motorcycle retail network. Helmets will be
priced in accordance with international guidelines, comparative to competitors to
ensure accessibility for all riders. Reevu is committed to ensuring that all riders, despite
their socio-economic status are given the opportunity to minimise the risk of accidents
while riding.
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Further Information
For further discussion on any component of this submission please contact:
Cary Murphy
Reevu Australasia
Email: cmurphy@reevu.com.au
Phone: 0488 991 100
Fax: 03 8612 3669
Address: PO Box 21173
Melbourne, VIC 8011
To further view the product and accessory range visit www.reevu.com.au.
For a sample of media articles visit:


www.reevu.com.au/downloads/web_bike_world_review



www.reevu.com.au/downloads/reevu_globals_explanation_on_how_the
_msx1_helmet_works

